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• Campus communication
New Meridian Mail to solve problems
By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer
The univerrity's Telecommu-
nications Department will deal to-
morrow what it hopes is the final
blow to the problem !sporadically
affecting University. of Maine stu-
dents' %Mee mail s% stem
On Thursday Meridian Mail
will he shut down while Telecom
employees attempt to get rid of the
brig. according to the department • %
director. Gary Corbett.
This time, however, instead of
trying to find and repair it. as was
the case the last time voice mail
was deactivated, the department is
going to switch to a whole new
version of the system
The problems lurk somewhere
within the hard drise of the cm
dents' voice niail computer For
reasons still unknown, despite
weeks of testing, the machine will
sometimes crash when it tries to
access students' voice mailboxes.
Bell Northern Research. an Ot-
towa-hased compan%. are the pro-
grammers of Meridian Mail They it up
have been working with UMaine
for several weeks, trying to fir the
ailing system
Rec-ently. ETAS. a di'. Sion of
Bell Northern in Richardson. Tex-
as. began directing UMaine Tele
comm employees to replace pieces
UMaine has had a copy of the
later version in its possession for
some time. Corbett said, hut was
waiting for a quiet time, such as a
vacation. to install it.
Now the new version, which a
trained technician sent by Bell
The new software, once up and
running, will not change anything
for students, hut will make
administration and maintenance of
Meridian Mail easier.
of hardu are ot the voice mails
computer None of this swapping
revealed the location or nature of
the hug
The unmade from version 5 0
to version 8 0 of the software, is a
last resort because of the time and
inconvenience involved in hooting
• UMaine athletics
Governor's loses
in concession race
By James Kachmar The 1- nn Corporation won the
project and has a contract for three
years with an option to extend it
For the past 1 - years Gover- for rwo more %Tarr
nor's Restaurant ha' handled the Plosrek said Bob Est n. who is
concessions at l'ni versity of the assistant director for porches.
Maine sporting events. This year, ing, "set the parameters for the
however, there will be new man- bid process."
agement behind the counter as "He identified 10 or I) criteria
UMaine athletes stall their vesper- for the hid process,- Plosrek said
toe seasons Those criteria ranged "from
The opportunity to put bids on menu variety to the quality of the
managing the concession stands food down to how the employees
was opened to the public for the would dress,- Plosrek card
first time ever this year Those involved in the decisioa
According to Mike Plosrek. process were Bob Eslin, Anne
director of Maine athletics. uni- McKos . assistant athletic 
direrversity officials decided to put the for for FinanceiNike Pabs , as -
concessions out for hid this year sistant a d. for Development, Jim
because "there had never been a Dyer, assistant a d for Internal
bid process before" Operations and Pam Huston. man -
"We wanted to correct um ver- ager of Bear Necessities, the IlY11-
sit) policies and procedures.- versity 's athletic store
Plesrek said Plowek said he did not actual
Plosrek said there was "a pre- ly have anything to do with the
bid process" where the opportuni- decision process but he felt the
ty to hid was announced and inter right decision was made
ested parties then had a chance to was lust surprised.- Leith
respond ra'adleigh, who owns Governor's,
-We had a reaponce fmm four said
companies.- he said I put a lot of stock in my.
The four companies included - record.- R'adleigh said
McDonald • s. The Erin Corpora- "The day the, dropped the
non and Governor's John Dahl, puck we were there.- Wadleigh
who is not actually affiliated with said
Staff Writer
a particular compan% also put in a
Aid See RACE on page 5
Northern will install tomorrow,
should act as an ultimate debug-
ging tool, sweeping out the prob-
lem along with the old software.
Corbett said.
The new software. orkr up and
running, will not change anything
for students, but will make admin-
istration and maintenance of Me-
ridian Mail easier
"From our standpoint at Tele-
communications, it's a nice new
package." Corbett said
Bell Northern, which is charg-
ing nothing for the procedure, is
still concerned about a possible
hardware failure though. and will
continue suggesting hardware
swaps until the problem is defi-
nite, resolved
If successful, the installation
will put an end to almost a month of
Meridian Mail mishaps Diana
Welch. a first-year student, was
one of many students who were
occasionally cut oil from commu-
nication
"It gets reall% annoring, espe-
cially if %cm want to fel together
for study ing purposes." Welch said
Corbett said students have been
generally understanding of the
problems going on
s been fine. I guess except
for the one cc two tunes it s gone
first-year student Patrick
Weaver said
Surrey says. . .
Hans Bryant a second year civil engineering major, out on
the mall taking a sighting for his surveying lab (Boyd
photo)
•GSS
Leptl services
examined by
Senate
Ryan McKInmy
Staff Writer
If a student decides to take
on Student Government in a law
mit, Student Legal Strait-co will
not be allowed to he in their
corner.
This resolution was one of
duet prised in the General Stu-
dent Senate meeting held last
eight in Neville Hall.
The GCS' act to amend the
SLS gtadelines came from a les-
()Infirm brought to the senate by
SLS Chainnar Bill Reed la,st
semester, former senator and
now current Student Govern.
mem President Collin Wormer
attempted to me the GSS on
behalf of the student body be-
cause of the GSS' overturning
of Worster's election
55'orrter' w-a% dismissed arid
he eventually ;we again in an
election held in April.
The resolution received con-
siderable hacking from the sen-
ate. The reasoning behind lie
anviidment being that became
strident fees shook! he used in
the most efficient manner possi -
Me. it would be ridiculous for
the 055 to pay for legal advice
when their questions could be
answeted the SU attorney
Off -campus senator Jennifer
Perkins agreed that the resolu-
tion canir clown to a matter of
fmanzes.
"Why takeeeeryone'satudent
money for one 'endears roil-
lever Pokes asked. "We neeito
Itvhatthe undentbody roshole
sad whirs bee for them "
Warmer said after the meet-
he was TIM opposed to the
resolution, rather it ale a rktri -
*ion the GSS had to make He
aided that he felt it was 'not a
huge blow to students' rig-Ins"
The most contn-terimal reso-
%bon of the night did not mid up
being voted on. This win a reso-
lution brought so the GSS
off-canrus senator Eric flaidi.
Hatch teheves the CMS thesild
take an official stand in opts-ra-
tion to the: isiversity of Maine's
plan to lease Cahin's Reid to the
Orono Poboe Department kit the
orwrstractinaciapolioeheadquar-
ters. Uhtlaine's board of teams
hatighealle Omand Ortmo pre-
Waif *sow for the as weIl
as a fire department so keg as the
towr conies up with the money
fixer prnOect nlephavorci reseal
fee well be S1 ter yesa em a 99-
year lease
See GSS on page 5
1 he Maine (ampu %, ('driv,“1.1 \ I ), I 1. 199.;
• Virgin Islands voters stay home in droves
liliorldBriefs • Somali crisis worsens for U.S. military• Protesters stop landing of U.S. troops
• Invalid referendum
Low turnout for V.I. statehood vote
1 CHRISTIANSTED. U.S. Vir
gin Islands AP) Apathy appeared to be the
strongest sentiment in Monday's referendum on whether these Caribbean is-
lands should become independent, become a state or remain a U S territory
Partial figures indicated not enough people voted to make the referendum valid By.
law, 50 percent plus one of the registered voters must cast ballots for the referendum
to count
With about 39,000 registered voters. that meant a turnout of roughly 20010 was
required Onla. 4,162 people voted in St. Croix and figures from the other electoral
district. St Thomas. were expected to be similar
The effect of the referendun, would have been doubtful in any es ent The vote would
not be binding on Congress Guam residents voted a decade ago to become a
commonwealth, but Congress has yet to act
The referendum got sidelined because voters are more concerned about sich
problems as the economy, crime. drug% and unemployment. said Angel Suare7. Jr
He is a member of the Virgin Islands Commission on Status and Federal Relations.
which promoted the referendum
As temtonals. the Virgin Islands' 110.000 people are under the jurisdiction of the
Department of the Interior. although a local legislature has some powers. Virgin
Islanders elect a non-Young delegate to Congress. but do not vote in presidential
elections
The territory has a luctatise financial arrangement under which residents and
businesses till out federal tax forms hut pay their lalleC to the %•tritin Islands govern
ment That ay stem generated $221 million in tax revenues in fiscal year 1992 Other
federal funding in 1992 totaled $31 3 million
• Haitian vigil
Landin. of U.N. force
stop. :4 by protesters
am PORT-Al -PRINCE. Hmti AP) - The success
of a group of arma -backed thugs in blocking the
deployment of a U.N force he-re has heightened the
determination of Haman rightists to keep Out foreign troops
and Hain.% exiled president
Tue-sday morning in a duck ro_dawal vigil. shout inn
Haitians lined their cars along a seaside hooky ard. head-
Itghts glaring at the t • S war..hp Harlan County anchored
nearly a half -mile offshore
The army -protected tamtester% have vowed to stop the
effort to restore dernocrary and Preatck-ni lean-Bertrand
.knstide. mated in a sic4ent militara coup two years ago
The vigil came hours after military-backed port worker%
Monday kept the Harlan County frorn docking Twenty-five
to 50 armed civilians ,hased away U S diplomats and
foreign reporters who planned to greet the ship
The ship was carraing nearly 200 1 • 5 milttan r-
neers, medics and coal &flair% specialists and 26 Can,.
air force carpenters A spokesman for the U N military
mission. U S Army Mat Jim HInnant. said the soldiers
won't disembark until it'ssafe
• Untons protest
French strikers halt
mail, other services
4 PARIS 1AP) — French union* rumba put ontheir biggest show of force 4.:f1Ce CYWICeTNativec won
power in March. domuptmg mail service and public
transportation with a wave of strikes
Basked nationwide b% two maior unions and at least
partially ha several other unions. the strikes were called
to protest the massive tot, cuts taking place at state -
owned companies as well as the gc. ernment • s pns ail7a -
non plans
The state-run railroad. SNIT as the hardest-1m target
In most of France. oink one in three traina wan running as a
24-strike began earls tnda% The network's flagship high
speed trams operated almost normally in the north. hut
eervice was dlarpl! reduced elsewhere
At ("hales de Gaulle airport outside Paris. ground
personnel of state-run Air France blocked acct.,. to vine of
the two main terminals few several hours Mans passengers
had to walk through parking lots to get t. the terminal. hut
airport officials said flights operated or. '5helisle
• U.S. body count now 18
Another U.S. victim of Somali raid
2 American soldier killed in a failed U.N raid on a suspected Somali militia compoundMOGADISHI'. S
omalia (AN — The remains of what was believed to be another
were turned ov ea to Li N authorities Tuesday
The rerun (lithe body announced at a U.N. briefing by Capt. Tin) Mct)as itt of New 7.ealand,
would raise the death toll from the Oct 3 battle to Ill Americans
Meanwhile, news reports Tuesday said ekiera of militia leader Mohamed Farrah Atilt& clan
would urge him to release a captured t • S pilot and a Nigerian peacekeeper as a gesture if peace
lhe irports came amid continuing international efforts. spearheaded by the United States,
to find a diplomatic settlement to Somalia's problems
A LI N spokesman in Mogadishu said U N Secietara -General &Intro% Boutros-Ghali will
convene a meeting in Ettuoria next week to discuss Somalia despite opposition from Aidid and
another top warlord
Aidid spokesmen have said the Amencan pilot Chief Warrant Officer Mike Durant
wouldn't be released until thet 'rifted Nations freed 12 Somali proloners, including four key iikiCk
Aidid captured dunng N raids
But elders of Aidid 's clan were working to free Durant and the Nigerian N peacekeeper
first as a goodwill gesture, The Washington Post and CBS Radio reported today
"With the heir of (-aid, we hope to settle this matter.' Ahmed Rage. one clan elder. was
tooted as saying hy The Washington Post "The first thing that is important is to Ire" those two
milnara men
Nirant was captured dunng at N raid Oct 3 that left at least 17 American soldier, dead
and more than 70 wounded Aidid said 115 Somalis were Allied, many of them civilians,
and the Red Cross put the figure of Somali w ~Ant at 700. about one third of them women
and children
• European bank
Maastricht Treaty gets
OK from highest court
e BONN. Germany AP) — Germany 's highest
a court ruled Tuesday that the Maastnchi Treaty on
European union doesn't violate this country 'a con-
%minion. cleanng the was for implementation of the
historic accord
The Constitutional Court said it had %trot, I, down legal
challenges to the treat). which alreada has been ratified
Is'. the 12 IFC nationa parliaments 01 voters final imple-
mentation binged on the German court' c appros al
The treaty calls for opening a European Monetary
Institute on Jan 1 as the precursor to a Europe-wide
central bank. which is to he in place no later than Jan 1.
100g The independent central bank will eventually
issue a single currency replacing existing national
ClarTealClet
Under the accord. the EC nations will work to forge
common foreign. lecunta and eventually &femme pnlic lea
• Multiracial voting
ANC wants no delay as
elections move ahead
6 nient f- V4 ie kuggection of a r:JOH ANNESFIt 'RC,. South Africa A r
free up stalled constitutional talks
the country first multtracial election, the asf n. an Nation-
al Congress said Tuesday
Sneaking to his National Part', conference Mondav
night in the Afrikaner center of Stellenbosch. de Is Vert said
political talks are in danger of collapse and a referendum
may he the ultimate tool to untalock issues
Dc kr'', and the ANC have approved an April 2- date
for national eltscarce% to end white miranta rule. but
ci.nacrs &five white' and blacks have threatened cc tr." -
thing up to, o 11 war rather than submit to future INC rule
The ANC South Afrpca'a largest polars al group, is
expected to 'Air the elections.
Right wing white afnkaners want a homeland. or
•VelikOlat within the new South ktn, a
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• Column
Sex Matters
Q: Men claim they are
looking for independent
women, yet when they get
ins ols ed with one thej
often can't handle it aid
run awns. V3 hy Female
Senior
A: This is complicated. Some men may
he genuinely interested in a relationship
with an independent woman, while others
may say they are and realize later they are
really not Keep in mind. We don't always
look for what we really want, our desires
may be elsewhere. It may be popular or
"politically correct" to say you want an
independent woman. In addition, ur don't
always consciously know what we really
want
Q: Lose is dead. There is no more
lose on campus or in the world. How
many relationships really last? Esery -
one lies and cheats, no one has ins mor-
als anymore. I roe has become getting
drunk on weekends and hooking up with
the best looking or willing thing you can
find. If you think I'm wrong, just look
around. If you're in a relationship, can
you realls trust and beliese cserything
s our partner tells sou? Do you play games
with eat h others heads to get what you
want IS sou realls think 'inure going
to spend the rest of your entire life with
this person? If you calt you're in lose
then fine, be happy; the rest of you who
aren't lying to ourselses know what I'm
talking about. You can't trust anyone.
and If you do and get suckered and hurt
then you are a weak fool. Love is sour-
self, get what you want before they take
It from you. Don't get screwed over.
Love is dead. Male Sophomore
A Thank you for your thoughts Let me
just say that sometimes when we experi-
ence a number of hurts and disappoint-
ments we lose faith in our ability to love
and find love in others It sounds like this
has been your experience Piease leMeM-
her, love isn't about lying, cheating, head
games, and simply hooking up; lose is
concern and caring for another And it is
about taking risks The secret to finding
someone to love is finding someone to like.
A true love relationship takes time, it's not
something one jumps into lightly. on a Sat-
urday night.
Q: My boyfriend recent!, informed
me 'lithe fact that he masturbates 3 or 4
times a week. We hate a % ers good rela-
tionship in that we communicate well
and lose each other sery much. W e base
.es at least once a week (protected of
course). He told me he was satisfied with
what we base and that I'm not the rea-
son he does this. Is this normal for him to
be doing this. I mean do other men with
healthy relationships do this also? And
by Dr. Sandra L Caron
why so many times' Am I wrong for
feeling so useless and unneeded' Female
Junior
A: Masturbation is Lc on going love
affair that each of us has with ourselves
throughout our lifetime It is the primary
form of sexual expression. Unfortunately,
there are many inaccurate assumptions
about masturbation. For example, it's too
often assumed that the only reason single
people masturbate is because they have no
regular sex partner, it's also assumed that
people in on-going relationships do not
masturbate because they have a sex part-
ner. But these assumptions do not fit the
reality For example, it's actually quite
common for men and women) with sexual
partners to masturbate I can appreciate
you feeling that you partner's masturbation
is some form of rejection But please rec-
ognize that, in general. men seem to use
masturbation as a supplement for inter-
course, while women use it as a substitute.
Hopefully, you can find reassurance by
talking to your partner about your feelings.
Sandra L Caron is Assistant Professor
of. Famish Relations in the Department of
Human Development She teaches CHF
.4 5 1 Human Set taality in the Spring semes-
ter Questions for Dr Caron should be sent
directly to The Maine Campus. basement
of Lord Hall. Copyright Sandra L Caron.
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I Survived My
Mother's Abortion
Come and Hear
the true story of
Tina and Heidi Huffman
7:00 PM October 15th
Sutton Lounge
Memorial Union
Sponsored by Studentrfor Life 
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• Campus Living
Estabrooke offers variety of backgrounds to residents
717
Anthony Reed Lounge - Estabrooke Hall (Boyd photo)
By Judy Gormely
Volunteer Wnter
Estalinxike Hall has been refereed to as the
United Nations of the University of Maine
domn .Approximately 70 pen.-riu of the non-
traditional students Iiicated in the hall are from
3 large ‘anel% ,oher ,-,,,tnines and eih
nhr
backgrounds
-The North Lounge was renamed, in honor
of Anthony Reed, in the wintei of 1992 lie
savt. a smoldenng tire in a couch and pulled it
from the building A plaque with his name on
it has gone L and the room is now relented to
as the Anthony Reed Lounge in his honor."
ATKIN Matthew s as‘istant director of Camp.),
Non Traditional StudentN- Coffee Hour
'`E.very Thursday at 3:15 pm"
utter IA.A.inge, Memorial Union'.
It's Here!
THE FUN, FAST AND EASY WAY
TO DESIGN, PERSONALIZE AND
MANUFACTURE YOUR OWN
GREETING CARD.
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Living said
-The residents heir take a %cry &Ilse pan
in their dorm government They have real
world e xpenence and seem to he more actiN
involved There is a lot of encouragement to go
to the lounge and have coffer. gather and
interchange It has sort of a town meeting
atmosphere,- Matthews, who is responsible
for the 10 facilities on the south side of cam-
pus, said.
ln the lounge is a piano and working fire-
place. The dorm supports an official post
office facility- for approximately 160 residents.
and a completely equipped kitchen is located
at each end of the building A computer room.
sn shy area, game moms and other cans .enienc -
es are pan of the many offenngs of the four-
story hall
We don't trash our own home Many
graduate students, undergraduates and foreign
students share this unique old building An-
tique furniture that w as here ss hen I w ass oung.
is still here I see the same mirror, tables, desks
and many other things that were here over 10
years ago sshen I v. as here as a Richard
11 Dyer, a Native American member of the
Micmac 1st Nation. said Pyer is a freelance
writer doing his paralegal studies as a sopho-
room.
"Everything in the Hall is in excellent
condition A lot of superfluous crafted work-
:tianship has gone into the construction of this
'iuilding and the comforts that decorate it !like
the house," Dyer said
-The atmosphere is quite and because it is
an old building it tends to have a certain air of
eloquence to it," Dyer said -F-stabrooke was
built around 1941 All the people here really
respect each others privacy, solitude and the
need for others to have quality time to pursue
what they are here for"
Roomy aria Ts:mesa is a visiting lecturer. A
professional journalist, TSaneVil attends class-
es to team how journalism is taught in the U.S.
and will return to her native Bulgana with
some extra teaching methods to assist in her
culture
"Estabrooke is open throughout the aca-
demic year Where else would you expect to
find different cultures, habits and such a com-
plete mix of friendly people if it were not for
the campus," Tsaneva said. -These people
don't clash, they engage in conversations and
it is a place I would definitely like to return to
"Here I can study, inert colleagues and
even enjoy my tins acy. It is nice to he all
together espextial ly through Christmas because
iii'. so difficult a time to be without family
Here everyone is unique and yet the same."
Tsaneva said
,She said it is a great place to learn about the
world and share expenences in social, and
political arras
The building is opened for all holidays and
straight through the semester, unlike most of
the other dorms as they encourage students to
go home on long weekends and holidays to
keep up w ith the current budget crunch
I 1)r. Linwood L Colsom III,
Optometrist
will be relocating his office to
ONE SPRINGER MACE
(adjacent to Shaw's Plaza)
at 24 Springer Drive, Bangor
Effective October 4, 1993
Tel. 942-7792
The following
Non Traditional
Student
Scholarship
Applications
are available at the
Commuter Office
Seamd Flocr
Memorial Union
Senior Alumni Scholarship
AAUVV Book Award
Thursday Club Non-Traditional Woman
Student Scholarship
Application DeadlinQ: October 29, 1993
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Staff Writer
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• Royalty wanted
Groups hope to increase home-
coming spirit, participation
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
The face of homecoming activities may
be different this year, say the Senior Skulls
and All Maine Women.
Co-sponsors of the homecoming activi-
ties, members from both organizations aim
to increase participation and revive school
spirit
Peter Dumont, co-chair of the home-
coming planning committee for the Senior
Skulls, said the selection of a new home-
coming king and queen. and their duties.
will increase this year
Nomination applications have been dis-
tnbuted to all campus organizations, includ-
ing the Student Actis ities Office The goal.
Dumont said, is to include more people and
expand the field for potential king and queen
candidate.
"We're hoping for one nomination from
each organization." he said "We're hoping
for a pool of 100 king candidates and UV
queen candidates " The deadline for nomi-
nations is noon Oct. 15 in the Student Activ-
ity Office.
-Then. the field will he pared down to
three to use finalists for both king and
queen. Voting on the king and queen will
take place Tuesday and Wednesday in front
of the Memorial Union. Dumont said.
The crowning of the king and queen will
take place dunntz a homecoming dance and
will he presented dunng the UnAersity of
Maine-University. of Connecticut football
game Also. the role of the homecoming
king arid queen will change, Dumont said
The king and queen will participate in
breakfasts with President Fred Hutchinson
and alumni, appear at a homecoming booth
and "be escorts of the day," Dumont said
"The position is going to carry a little
honor and prestige this year," he said.
The king and queen winners will also
receive a S 1(X) scholarship, taken front the
Senior Skulls scholarship pool
"We're telling people were serious about
it, Dumont said. "It's important enough to
take money and give to the king and queen "
Members of the Senior Skulls or the All
Maine Women, previously eligible for home-
coming king and queen. are ineligible this
year.
"The Senior Skulls and All Maine Wom-
en ran the competition and 'coincidentally
they have gotten It user the past few years,"
Dumont said. It appeared to a lot of people
that it could be rigged."
A homecoming dance, sponsored by the
All Maine Women, will be held Oct. 22
from 9 p m. to 1 p m. in 1 engyel Gy m There
will be a $1 admission fee and a cash bar
with identification he available
The intent of the changes, according to
both organizations, is to revive long-stand-
ing traditions
"I've heard from alumni that Homecom-
ing Weekend used to an exciting time,"
Shannon Hodgdon, sice president of An
Maine Women, said. "Now, it just another
weekend"
"We're trying to hnng hack a dying
tradition," Thimont said
Don't forget to yop1icatiois for
Homecoming King and Queen to the Student Activities
office, 3rd floor, Memorial Union by noon Oct 15th!
Socialist and Marxist Studies
Thursday, Oct. 7
The Palestinian-Israeli Peace Accord
Praessor Alex Grab. History
12:20-1:30 p.m.
Bangor Lounge
Memorial Union
Sponsored by the Marxist-Socialist Studies, MPAC, the
Memorial Union, and the College of Arts and Humanities.
Come Join the Pun
f•r_
World Over
Grand Opening October 16
mu *500 shopping spree
Fun. Affordabl* tiotne (and Dorm) rurnshings.
Open 7 days
312 Hogan Road
(across from Village Subaru)
942-3881
General Student Senate from page 1
hatch said during the debate that die place-
ment of the Omno Police Departnient so near
a main entrance to campus will intensify an
already antagonistic relationship between
(Maine stucients and the On xvo police
Senator Andrew Weymouth was not
completely against it hut said he "abhorred"
the wording of the resolution as it was lie
said he felt Student Government should
foster a good relationship between the town
and the students.
"Granted UNiaine should get more than
one dollar per year as rent, hut don't assume
an antagonistic relationship," Weymouth said
The senate was charged in debate about
this issue until the GSS voted to approve
Weymouth's recommendation to send the
resolution to the Student Affairs Committee
before it gets approyed or disapproved by
the senate. The resolution may be hack in
front of the GSS as soon as next week_
Two other resolutions were passed in
last night's senate acti9n
The first resolution passed was an act to
give the Governmental Procedures Com-
mittee the task of reviewing the Constitution
of UMaine's Student Gnsernment and pro
posing amendments to it. According to
Worster. the Constitution has many organi-
zational. grammatical, and historical errors.
The time line given to the GPC will be
approximately three months.
The final resolution passed took less
than one minute for the GSS to pass unani-
mously. It was an act to amend the by-laws
of the Senior CouncilBoard The board can
now increase their membership to 20 in-
stead of the current 16.
Next week, UMaine President Fred
Hutchinson will speak to the GSS next Tues-
day at 6p m. in 100 Neville Hall
RACE from page one
Leith and Donna Wadleigh worked
at the concession stands for each spott-
ing event throughout the 17 years that they.
were contracted by the university.
"We never missed a game," Mrs
Wadleigh said.
"We all bid and I made some mistakes,"
1w said
Non-Traditional Student
•Plus Club
Every Friday 14:30 p.m.
Peabody Lounge. Mentedel Uoloi
klielt singles to meet WO
,T)ecentbe
Graduates.
If you are graduating on
Dec. 18, 1993 and plan to
atttend Commencement
Ceremonies, and have not
turned in an "Application for
Degree" form, please stop by
the Office of the Registrar,
Basement of Hannibal
Hamlin Hall, immediately!
Deadline: Nov. 1
ployee fired for hiding his homosexuality
from the agency for more than fi VC years lost
an appeal to the Supreme t'ourt Tuesday
The court refused to hear his job-bias
argument that the ('IA improperly views
homosexual employ etc as a greater security
risk than heterosexuals
A lower court ruling in the case leaves
federal executive agencies free to discrimi-
nate against gay employees. the appeal had
argued.
The man identified in court papers as
John Doe has been on paid administrator
lease since 1985. w hen a federal judge ruled
that his di ;missal had been improper
CIA spokesman Ilas id French said the
agency now will consider crekir.g reim-
bursement of Doe's pay and benefits
In other action Tuesday. the court-
- Let stand the conviction of Ness
Hampshire school instructor Pamela Smart.
seising a life prison term for coaxing her
student lover to kill her husband in 1990
— Agreed to use a Maryland case to
I he Maine Campus, Wednesday, October 13, 1993
• Hidden homosexuality
Court rejects appeal of gay CIA employee
WASHINGTON IAP1 — A CIA ern- consider gising cons icted criminals an 
ear- intentionally hid his homosexual act •
her chance to challenge career-offender sen- for more than five year. al
though he km.,
tences based partly on their prior comic- was a security concern His 
refusal to name
(ions his sex partners might make him 
susceptible
— Agreed to clarify the deadline for to threats to expose their iden
tities, the CIA
giving people charged with federal crimes contended.
their initial day- in court The case involves A federal judge decided that Doe 
was
a California man accused of possessing coon- fired improperly The I S 'ou
rt of Appeals
terfeit money for the District of( 'olumhi a t'ircu it revers
ed.
In the CIA case. 13oe joined the agency saying there is no es idence the CIA has a
as a clerk-typist in 1973 and was promoted blanket policy against employ ing 
homosex
to an undercover position in 1980 He began ualc.
engaging in homosexual actisity in 1976 Doe was fired because of the 
security
and soluntarily told a ('IA official in lanu- concerns raised by his specific conduct, the
ary 1982 that he was a homosexual, his appeals court said
appeal said In the appeal rejected Tuesday . Doe's
Doe was placed on administrative leave law', ers said the CIA considers 
homoseati-
the following month. nd was fired that als greater secunty risks than heterosexu
als
May even if the agency does not ban all 
gas
He sued the agency, saying his firing employees
denied him equal protection and due pro- The high cowl's refusal to take the c
ase
cess Doe said he could not he blackmailed "underscores the fact that gay and lesbiar
about his homosexuality because his family people do not have civil rights 
protections.'
and friends knew he was gay said Dasid Smith of the National Gay an
The CIA said it fired Doe because he Lesbian Tack Force
Need Something Printed?
Desktop Publishing and Shareware
JDR Computer Services Call 338-9653
or Send $2.50 For a Catalog to:
1DR
P.O. Box 920
Belfast, ME 04915
Announcing the Steve Grady
Creative Writing Competition
Prizes in journalism
* News
* Feature
* Opinion
Prizes in English
*Poetry
*Fiction
Deadline November 29, 1993
For more information vele the
Jourtulism Department in 107 lord Hall
or the English DeporaMeit
in 304 Neville Hall.
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EditorialPage
• Column
Food for thought
Mike McLaughlin
As I was sitting at the dinner table in the comfort of my home
this weekend. I realized that one of the hest things about going
home for break is getting some of that good of fashioned home
cookin' for a change After I finished shoveling in the turkey.
potato and grass. and some stuffing, tiiy. family looked at me as
if expecting "oink" to he the next word out of my mouth In order to alleviate my
family's concerns that I uas becoming the "Electrolux" of the dinner table. I
explained that the food situation in the college environment is sometimes not
appealing and I went on to explain some of the experiences I have had uith it
In between classes. studying and work, most students on this campus do not
have a lot of time to enjoy a meal uhich consists of the four basic food groups and
instead must choose to eat from one of the four basic "fast food" groups These
groups include the hamhurget. the taco, the pizra and the sub sands% ich categories
I et' k first examine u hat kind of adventure you encounter if you choose to go cc ith
the hamburger choice.
Basically you has e two fast food destinations in this Area io choose from if you
uant a burger to fill your stomach. These are McDonald's and Burger King Both
places ha. e pretty good food. but the process you have to go through to get this
food is often less than "fast" to say. the least
Whenever I go to McDonald's it seems like either I'm stuck in line behind two
little league baseball teams ssho all demand on getting lust the right "Jurassic Part"
to in their happy meals or henind some guy uho can't make up his mind and stares
at the menu behind the counter for five minutes Excuse me, hut if you dori't know
uhat McDonald's has h5 no.s then it's time to get a clue in your next (shirr
Any u ay . by the time I do get my long-au aited opportunity to talk to the trainee
behind the register anti order my desired extra %aloe meal, she informs me "that
will be lust a minute cif. and Finishes me aside to uait on the next customer I
usually use this minute to listen to the people at the drive•thru sihus entertain the
entire restaurant by shouting at the top of their lungs through the speaker
Enough about McDonald's, let's move on to Burger King. the supposed "your
way, right away." fast fond restaurant Before Burger King lets you order "your
si ay they make you walk up to the counter -their la ay " For some reason the feel
they have to test their customers by making them v. alt through a mare before they
order I think for Halloween this year I'll dress up like a white lab rat and go to
Burger King to get the full effect of the mare
Perhaps the most annoying thing about Burger King is the uay they use those
microphones to broadcast your order throughout the restaurant as you say it Firm
you ca'. -cheeseburger.- then the. say "cheeseburger "The cc ay orders echo through
that place, it reminds me of the sowed systems at baseball stadiums "Starting,
starting for, for the hungry guy, the hungry guy one whopper, one whopper
I'll just end with a feu general comments
--Do you think the people who work at Subway say "white or w heat- in their
sleep'
---I wonder if an one from MP(' has eaten at Taco Bell this year?
--Do you think 25 cents is a Ng enough tip for a small pizza delivery?
—What the heck did I eat that inspired me to write this column'?
Mike McLaughlin iv 0 Teminr_tenernalivm motor who IA Vitehielth Pint too popular
with the advert:v-1,7g der,. —rent of The Maine Campus
a=mmaarsowarm.-, 
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• ihiiversity entertainment
The big names elude us
As reported in The Maine Campus
Arts Forum, Spike Lee is appearing at
Colby College on Sunday. Well, cv hy isn't
he coming here? Granted Chris Rock will
he at The Maine Center for the Arts soon,
but somehow it's just not the same.
Colby is a private institution, and
may. not be feeling the affects of down-
sizing, but just because this university is
facing budget problems doesn't mean
we have to lower our sights.
This does not mean Chris Rock is a
personality not worthy of entertaining
the students of UM aine. The point is, we
should have more people like Rock and
perhaps we should try for others such as
Spike Lee.
There was a time cc hen popular hands
performed on this campus. Students in
the past have enjoyed such entertainers
as The B-52' s. The Violent Femmes and
Meatloaf.I.ast year u hen Phi sh came to
town, they played at the Bangor Audi-
torium Why couldn't we persuade them
to play here? They '‘ e played here be-
fore How did we manage to lose them?
Even though it's not that far of a drive to
Bangor, it would be nice to attend a
concert nght here, on our very own cam-
pus. Students are willing to pay. for tick-
ets to attend a show in Bangor. they
undoubtedlc ouldn' t mind paying to
see a group play on campus if the pnce is
right.
Not onh is it a matter of conve-
nience for UMaine students, it's a mat-
ter of pride. Who wants to go home and
say to their friends "We had the Lamer-
ence Welk Show singers come to our
campus"? Not that there is anything
wrong with singers of that stature, but it
would be nice if some current musical
talent headed a little further up the turn-
pike. 01413)
• Student concerns
Tuitimi-pavetstake back srat
Students sometimes find that their
pursuit of knowledge has to come sec-
ond to their pursuit of service and
decency. At any time during an aca-
demic career, a student may nm into a
hassle with carious departments on
campu S.
Professors ma) present problems
by scheduling prelims the week before
finals. They may discnminate, harass
or otherwise make life unnecessarily
complicated for those taking a class
Office employees on campus might
forget the main purpose they exist
here at UMaine and glare over stu-
dent's concerns, running them through
a rat's mare of bureaucrat:c red tape
What, You might ask, is that sole
raison &etre '
Students
This school would not exist if not
for the students. It's as simple as that
Yet we constantly hear stories about
students treated like little children here
on the campus. What few students
mac reali re is that these problems can
he taken care of.
Last year, President Fred Hutchin-
son said that student's needs and con-
cerns were a pnority of his. This year,
his office is still w i!ling to listen to
student complaints, and has promised
to w ork toward alleviating problems.
It you are a student who has had a
problem on this campus, it is not only
vow nghf, but your duty to talk to
someone and get things changed_
Do it not only for yourself, hut for
those who may follow you, has ing the
same problems. (MAW
„,•••=sorman11111111a1111111111Nomow
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Your Daily
Horoscope
.tivastioilkattatit
For Wednesday, October 13
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Charming and socially adept, you are at
your hest when working or mixing with
others You have a winning way with peo-
ple, and even total strangers quickly relax
in your presence While you need the com-
pany of people. solitude has its values as
will, as time spent alone encourages you to
develop hidden talents
ARILS (Mardi 21 - April 19): Take
care of problems one at a time Don't rush a
troubling situation to a conclusioo or it will
rise up again later in the week when you are
less prepared to deal with it
TAURUS (April 20- May. 201: Matters
of the past demand your full attention no%
A close relative, perhaps a sibling, resur-
rects old issues from your childhood. Talk
it over
GEMINI (May 21 - June 201: Personal
power comes through the practical use of
the intellectual ti ',day Hong all your
skills into play. hut maintain your sense of
fairness
UANCER (June 21 -July 22): The last
quarter Moon in Cancer fay ors acto Ines
that promote your self-interest It's a good
time to wager ia ith a fnend eve,' if you
are going to lose
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 221: A past debt
comes to our attention If you're unable to
settle it now. set a date that you are more
omfortable ss ith
VIRGO (Aug. 23- Sept. 22): The nish
is on to complete a protect by deadline
Croup efforts succeed, and lasting bonds of
trust are- formed between associates
1.111R.A (Sept. 23 - Oct. 221: A good
time to settle legal questions Or resoke
issues with roommates or partners Agree
ments made now are built to last
SCORP10 (Oct. 23 - Nos. 21): Don't
get angry at stubborn people Instead, look
for ways to turn their obstinacy into sup-
port logic .s not at issue here, feelings arc
SAGITTARIUS (Not. 22 - Dec. 21):
You may find the many loose ends have
been left dangling in an important matter
All the hard %Olt has been done %hat
remains is for you to follow through
l'APRICI)RN illec. 22 - Jan. 19 You
either rise or fall when the last quarter Moon
enters Cancer Act and your actions will he
rewarded Sit still and you will fail
40)1 ARIUS L'an. 211- Feb. IN): This is
the time for firsaliting things to put the tio141"
mg touches on mortis, complete home re-
pairs and take care of a minor health concern
PISCES. 1Feb. I. Mardi a): The nsk
inherent in gambles is lessened hy the last
quarter Moon in Cans-rr An especially lucks
aspect for Piscrans who are on y acanon
e
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 13
Maine Outing Club • A general meeting for all who are interested
• 7:30 p.m. • Bangor Lounge.
Ecumenical Bible Study with four Orono campus ministers
• 1912 Room, Memorial Union • 12:15-1:00 p.m. • Every
Wednesday.
Chess Club • Every Wednesday • 6:30-11:00 p.m. • FFA Room,
Memorial Union • All chess players are welcome.
Gamer's Guild • Every Wednesday • 6:00 p.m. • 310 Stevens Hall
• For more information call Marc at 581-6622.
UMaine Dance Company • 5:00 p.m. • Lengyl Dance Studio
• Anyone interested is welcome • For more information call
866-4549.
breakfast at the Ram's Horn • How about a good homemade
meal to start off your day? • As much coffee as you can
drink • 7-10 a.m. • $3.00.
Maine Bound Lunch Time Adventure Sense • 'Gears and Grease-
Mountair Bike Maintenance" • Learn how to do your own
basic matritenace and keep your bike on the trail and out of
the shop • 12 noon • FFA Room, Memorial Union
• Sponsored by Maine Bound • Free to the public • For
more information call 581-1794.
College Republicans • Meeting Every Wednesday • 8:00 p.m.
• Bangor Lounge , Memorial Union • For more information
call Karen Williams at 581-774.6.
Black Bear Mountain Bikers • 6:30 p.m. • Peabody Lounge,
Memorial Union • Every Wednesday • All are welcome.
Where it's At...
Daily Mass • 4:45 p.m. • at the Newman Center.
Women in the Curriculum Program Fall 1993 Lunch Series
• "Sarah Jane Foster. Teacher of the Freedman" • with
Wayne Reilly, Editor of Foster's diary and letters • 12:15-
1:30 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
Soup Kitchen • Eggplant Parme3an • Nightly vegetarian meals
are served with salad, f tilt, yogurt, coffee, tea and juices
• All you can eat for $4.25 • 5:00-6:30 p.m. • Damn
Yankee, Memorial Union.
University Democrats • 6:00 p.m. • 1912 Room, Memorial
Union • Everyone is welcome • For more information call
Gwyneth at 866-4748.
NARAL • Organizational kleeting of UMaine NARAL (National
Abortion Rights Action League) • 2:00 p.m. • At the
Women's Resource Center, Fernald Hall • For more
information call Julie at 827-6840, or the Women's
Resource Center at 581-1225.
Movie: 'Children of the Corn" • 7:00 p.m. • 101 Neville Hall
• Admission: 504 with UM student ID. $3.00 others
• Co-sponosred by TUB and ROC.
Personalization Party • Pictures of all the rooms entered in the
contest • free snacks will be available • prizes will be
awarded • 3:00 p.m. • Bears Den.
The Question of CM! Disobedience and the Death of Socrates
• Film: "Bartor Fink" • Followed by a group discussion
• 10:00 a.m. - 12 noon *at The Maples • All students are
invited to participate in the informal and open discussions.
Feature Organization
The feature organization column gives ASAP media
services a chance to highlight Just on of the many
organizations on the Univeristy of Maine campus. From
social, or recreational, to educational, many organizations
exist at UMaine, and provide increclibie opportunities for
students, staff, and faculty alike. Think about what is
going on around you. Who is doing what? What is being
done? What groups would you like to learn more about?
Perhaps there is an organization that you would !Ike to
see highlighted within the pages of the Campus Crier 
Please don't hesitate to suggest these clubs and
organizations to the Campus Crier. We are always looking
to recognize old oak trees, newly planted seeds, and the
growths in between these two stages.
While it is possible that no one member of the
University community is truly aware of just how much is
going on in this little corner of the world, the Campus Crier
is hoping to change that. 'Where it's At.... Feature Organi-
zation" gives you, the University community, a unique view of
what you and your peers a-e doing.
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14
Breakfast at the Ram's Horn • How about a good homemade
meal to start off your day? • As much coffee as you can
drink • 7-10 am, • $3.00.
A Taste of Horne • home cooked meal at the Wilson Center • One
dollar donation • 5:30-6:30 p.m. • All are welcome.
Soup Kitchen • Chili arid Lorn Bread • Nightly vegetarian meals
are served with salad, fruit, yogurt, coffee, tea and juices.
• All you can eat for $4.25 • 5:00 -6:30 p.m. • Damn
Yankee, Memonal Union.
Campus Bible Study • 7:00 p.m. • 3rd floor chapel, Memorial Union
• Every Thursday.
Daily Mass • 4.45 p.m • .3t the Newman Center.
American Indians at the University of Maine • All American
Indians are encouraged to attend • 7:00 p.m. • 206 Little
Hall.
Wilde Stein • A gay, lesbian and bisexual club • Social Hour 6:30 -
7:00 p.m • 7:00 p.m. general meeting • Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union.
Socialist and Marxist Studies Lunch Series • 'Will Socialism
Survive in Cuba?' • with Professor Michael Howard,
Philosophy and Professor Paul Grosswiler, Journalism
• 12:20-1:30 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
Thursday Night Movie and Music at the Ram's Horn • Movie at
7:3C p.m fodcwed try the porar f3iucgra5s Supply
Company'
Open Forum Meeting for all Rock Climbers • This meeting will
held for concerned Clifton Rock Climbers to discuss the
issue of preserving climber aCC,C55 and ways to minimize
natural disturbances • 7:00 p.m. • Memorial Union • For
more information call Jon or Qirer at 581-1794.
1993 World Food Day Public Lecture • 7-'6:30 p.m. • 100 Nutting
The North American French Fact: Discovering French America
• with Dean Louder, Professor of Geography, Universite
Laval Cecyle Trepanier, Professor of Geography, Universite
Laval; Robert Leblanc: Professor of Geography, Univeristy
of New Hampshire • Three scholars share their intellectual
and personal journeys of discovery as they explore the
history and current implications of the French presence in
North America • 3:30 p.m. • Honors Center • All are
welcome • Co-sponsored by Universit and the Franco-
American Center of the University of Maine.
Cross-Country Ski Club Meeting • 5:30-6:30 p.m. • 1912 
Room,
Memorial Union • For more information call 581-7648.
con'N
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15
Breakfast at the Ram's Horn • How about a good homemade
meal to start off your day? • As much coffee as you can
drink • 7-10 a.m. • $3.00.
Daily Mass • 4:45 p.m. • at the Newman Center.
Maine Outing Club • Friday begins a weekend long work trip on the
Appalachian Trail • For more information call 581-HIKE.
"Letters to Cleo" • A Cerebral Pop band which fuses jazz, funk, and
rock • 9:00 p.m. • Damn Yankee, Memorial Union
• Admission:-$1.00 with UM student ID: $3.00 others
• Sponsored by TUB
1993 World Food Day Teleconference • 12-3 p.m. • 126 Barrows
-3,
1993 World Food Day Seminar • 3-4 p.m. • 113 Deering Hall.
Ram's Horn • in Your Face! • Live musical entertainment
• 8:30 p.m. • Ram's Horn.
University of Maine Men's Soccer vs. Holy Cross • 7:00 p.m.
• Cl) Deering High School, Portland Maine.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16
Sunday in the Park with George • Maine -v-ter for tre Arts'
"second Broadway smash of the season" • "magical layers
of visual texture, plus a complex and compelling score,
make this a musical treat that still t7reaks new ground"
• 8:00 p.m. • MCA • Admission: studerts-Orchestra-$23,
Balcony-$21 • This is also a comprehensive fee fund event
• For more information call the MCA Box Office at
581-1755.
"What's There to Eat Out in the Wooisr • A Just for Kids
prograi.r for grades 4-6 • featuring a walk with Barry
Dana, a Penobscot and teacher of Native Studies
• 10:00 a.m. • at the Hudson Museum, Maine Center for
the Arts • cor more information call 581-1901.
University of Maine Women's Field Hockey vs. Northeastern
• 1:0C p.m • Nortneastern.
- a
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 17
Worship and Celebration • %!iic wed by a light supper • Open to all
• Wilson Cente, • 5:00 p.m. • Every Sunday.
Newman Center Worship Schedule • 9:30 a.m. Mass at the
Newman Center • 11:15 a.m. Mass at the Memorial Union
• 5:30 p.m. Confessions, or by appointment • 6:15 p.m.
Mass at the Newman Center.
UM Amateur Radio Club • All who are interested are welcome
• Eery Sunday • 1:00 p.m. • In the basement of Merrill Hall.
Coffee House with Aubrey Atwater • Traditional and original folk
music with the dulcimer • 8:00 p.m. • Peabody Lounge.
Memorial Union • Free! • Sponsored by TUB.
University of Maine Mete Soccer v5. Hartford • 1:00 p.m.
• a 1,a-tfc-,1
University of Maine Men's Ice Hockey vs. U.S.A. Olympic Team
• 700 p.m. • Mona Arena
MONDAY, OCTOBER 18
Soup Kitchen • Swiss Onion Soup • Nightly vegetarian meals
are served with salad, fruit, yogurt, coffee, tea and juices
• All you can eat for $4.25 • 5:00 - 6:30 p.m. • Damn
Ynrikee, Memorial Union.
UM Amateur Radio Club • Offering free classes to anyone
interested in getting their "HAM" radio licence • Class
meets every Monday • 7:00 p.m. • 152 Barrows Hall • For
more information call 581-7753.
Daily Mass • 4:45 p.m. • at the Newman Center.
Food for Thought - The Video Lunch Series • "Faces of the
E • This film contends that before a single weapon
is built, we construct mental images of the
enemy...narrated by author Sam Keen" • 12:15-1:30 p.m.
• Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union • Sponsored by the
Peace Studies Program • For more information call Peace
Studies at 581-2609.
Maine Council for Debate • Organizational Meeting • Anyone
interested in Debate is encouraged to conic • 5:00 p.m.
• Thompson Honors Center • For more information call
Jennifer Perkins at 866-5946.
University Democrats • Nelcorning all new members • 6:00 p.m.
• '912 k.00rn, Memorial Union.
ceTN
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 19
Student Environmental Action Coaltion (SEAC) • Make a
difference today • 5:00 pr' • Totman Lounge • Every
Tuesday.
UMaine Video Club • Maine Alliance of Student Movie Makers
welcomes all who are interested • Every Tuesday
• 7:00 p.m. • 106E Lord Hall.
Breakfast at the Ram's Horn • How about a good homemade
meal to start off your day? • As much coffee as you can
drink • 7-10 a.m. • $3.00.
Soup Kitchen • Spaghetti • Nightly vegetarian meals are
served with salad, fruit, yogurt. coffee, tea and juices. • All
you can eat for $4.25 • 5:00 - 6:30 p.m. • Damn Yankee,
Memorial Union.
Daily Mass • 4:45 p.m. • at the Newman Center.
Healthspeak '93 • -Maine Health Care Reforms Proposed by the
Family Security Act" • Featuring speaker Senator Dale
McCormick • 12:20-1:30 p.m. • North and South I3agor
Lounge, Memorial Union • Co-Sponsored by the Health
Impact Group and the Memorial Union.
Maine Peace Action Committee (MP AC) • Come wort with us on
the issues • Every Tuesday • 4:00 p.m. • ln the Maples.
Charlie Chaplin Film Series • The Early Films of a screen Legend is
a six-part program containing 25 of the 81 films Chaplin
made during his 60 year film career. Covering Chaplin's
work at the Keystone, Essanay and Muturai Stuaios from
the years 1914 to 1917 • This weeks' features: The Count,
The Vagabond, The Fireman, aria Behirici the Screen
• 2:30-4:30 p.m. • Totman Lounge, Memorial Union.
The Campus Crier is a service provided by ASAP Media Services for students at the University of Maine. It is a
student-run calendar listing irtformation on artistic, educational and spiritual programs. It offers free listings for
all Student-releted events and activities. If you have something going on, take advantage of our services! Write the
date, time, place. cost (if arty), and a short description of the event. Alec attach your organization's name and
number Send all submissions or questions in the direction of Kim Roberts, Coordinator, The Campus Crier,
16 Chadbourne Hall or call at 581-4359. The deadline is the Friday before the listings appear
.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
For Thursday, October 14
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
You are idealistic, sentimental and incur-
ably romantic. Your love life is a SeTieS of
ups and downs until you finally develop a
more objective view of relationships and
lovers. Let love develop in its own time,
without making premature commitments,
and your romantic unions will have staying
power.
ARIES (March 21- April 10): Abrupt
and confusing changes in real estate and
legal matters have you on the phone all
day. Remain patient and you will eventual
ly make sense of things.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Vaca-
(ion plans are likely to hit a few snags.
Expect some delays. Also, it may be time
to clear up an old debt.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Issue.
from the past rise up like zombies in a B
movie They just won't stay buried Re-
solve to settle these matters once and for
all
CANCER !June 21 - July 22): A good
time to settle outstanding debts In fact, you
had better. or the Saturn/Pluto square could
block your forward progress
LEO (July 23- Aug. 221: A situation at
home is undergoing a :ransformation ot a
sort The balance of power in a close rela-
tionship shifts in your favor
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept 22): You can
expect some problems with transportation
— 
car trouble. night cancellations. heavy
traffic Communication is garbled An old
debt is repaid
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Wrap
things up now . while the last quarter Moon
in Cancer remains in effect You'll want to
conclude old business before moving on
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nos. 21): Your
sex life is at once enhanced and complicat
ed b. the Saturn/Pluto square A new ap
proach adds spice and gives you much to
:onside'
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21i:
You come to a large, imposing roadblock
in your quest for professional advancement
Fall hack, regroup and plot your strategy'
('APRICORN (Dec. 22 -Jan. 19): An
unexpected opportunih for financial gain
has everyone tockeying for position Be
aware of subtle manipulation
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 1S): A
changing political scene ha, others hanging
on to their seats for dear life You are quick
to seize the opportunits that this presents
PISCES. (Feb. 19 - Mardi 201: Venus
sextile Pluto bony a growing realization
Ilidi vour are being maneuvered emotional-
ly Subtle manipulation is at work here Be
mare
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Corrections
o bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Kditor at .581-
12-1 between the hours of 9a.m
and noon. or stop A, the office in
thr basement of lord Hall
Personal AstrologN Consultations b), Telephone
Cali 1400-750-3093 to talk I-on-I with a professional aatmloger about your
personal ooneens - love and oompatability. work. money. career.
relationships. family
Not • tape or computer message- Astrologers are available seven days •
week, morning through evening, at • omit of 62 99 per minute. which is billed
to your telephone The firm minute is FREE You must he 18 or older Call
today - 1400-75s3este.
ArtsForum
mitiars
new on
the a
scene?
In The Near
Leann: "Sonahlarte °OA
of the Freedmen," by Wayne Reilly,
cial assignments editor aid the B
Daily News alVJ edoca ef Pose...Oa
and letters. Wolinenday, Oct 1.3, 1
p.m BangN Lounge, Memorial Union.
Etre
kloviet 'Children of the Cr'."
Wednesday. Oct. 13. 101 Neville Hall.
Admission fee
Part, : "Room Persossalizahon Par- 1
iv." part of the Campus Living' s Personal-
ize Y ..LI Room Contest Wednesday, Oct.
11. 3 p.m. in the Peat 's Den. Free.
Telemaferenet: "Scents of Coe
Biodiversity and Food Sechrirv. a
Food Day Teleconference. par: o
UManae World Food Day Obeen
Friday. Oct. 15. noon-3 pan_ 126 B
Hall Free.
Mask: "Performance by the Band
Letters to Cleo." Friday, Oct. I S, 9 tarn in
the Damn Yankee .kiirnicsion Fee
On-going arts and entertainment:
TGIF Music. ei-ca Friday . noon,
Bangor Lounge, Union.
Movies fnarn India every Monday. 6.10
pm.. 101 Nevilk
Peace S1usiota kale° Lunch Se-nee.
even Monday, 12:15-1:30 p.m.. Ranges!,
Lounge. Union
lata-ne Rojo+ Poetry P,zadings. fug
l'uesday of /tarry month. Rarri's
Movie araI, Live Masio every
day, 1:30 p.m. Ram's Horn.
Chirbe Chaplin: The Earty liblIS
Screen Legend, the Mid-day Tuesday %I
co Porgiani, 2.30-4:30 p.m, every
day, FEA Room, Metoorial Union.
"Moir in Black and White," al:,
Memnon of .krt exhibit; Oct 14-Dee. i
in the Wall Gallery. Memorial Ili
"Theatre Dept. Exhibition ' a
Museum of Ant erinhit through Oct
Hauck Galkna, Monona/ tirtiort
-Wench Mark Morwveint Wortrhop, "
a Unataine Museum of An exhibit, thraugh
Nov 3. 193(n Gallery. Carnegie Hall
nalonoprints! 77w :John Scorn Work-
shop," a UMairie Museami of Art exhibit.
through Nov H. Graphics Gallery. Memo-
rial Union.
"Ana Coreorue Cooper: A'ew Paint-
ings," a 1_11Mrityr Musexan of Art exhibit
thmogh Oct 25, Caenegie Hail
"Campos Past/Campais Fitik e Crc-
anon Community,' an Instoutional Pan-
ning exhihit through early fall. Alumni
Hall.
"The A er Inside.- art sto .i. at a ryrks
by survivors of childhood sexual ahune,
coordinated by Kathi WalL program nurse
for Mid-Maine Method Cenuer's Diag-
nostic Program for Oild /Ouse. Water-
ville, on diaplay in the Women.% Renounce
Center. 101 Ferraid Hall, thmugh Oct 16,
on z.tisplay in the liMaine Museumcvf
Art Carnegie Hall. November
• On-going arts and entertains-nen, sr+
free unless otherwise ncated
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• UMaine grad writes about his journey across America
• Director of "Malcolm X" to appear in Maine
• Doesn't anybody do anything creative anymore?
, HEADSPINS
By Jeoff Tardif
Staff Write,
Robert ('ray
Shame + a Si,,
Mercury
A few weeks ago 1 res iewed a blue,
master (Taj Mahal), this week we have a
master-to-be. Robert Cray. In this latest
offering. Cray finds himself returning to his
roots to play blues, straight
('ray states the loss -key sound ofthe new
CD is due to the fact. "We didn't go for the
big production thing We went down to a
small studio and just had a good time
good time had by the hand is appar-
ent from the tint track titled. "1044) Blues,"
which, as you probahly guessed. is about
paying high taxes Cray may feel his taxes
are too high. but after the two international
hits. "Smoking Gun" and "Right Next Door
(Because of Me)." Cray surely is not hurting
for money.
This album has a rolling bluesy feel
unlike the recent Taj Mahal CI). Cray cre-
ates a way for the listener to travel on a slow
hay-ride through the blues of life Humor.
intelligence and restraint are the tools Cray
uses when executing his tight. but fluid
guitar solos The basics base definitely.
been learned from the masters One feels
there were warm sunny days spent down
south flowing through this man's veins.
On the song "N'ou • re Gonna Need Me."
Cray teams up with longtime fnend and
mentor Albert ('ollins, the first guest guitar-
ist to appear on a Cray album to date Other
notable songs include. "Some Pain. Some
Shame." "Passing By" and "1' mi ust Lucky
That Way
On "Shame + a Sin." Cray returns to his
roots and creates a toned-down recording
that adds life and vibrancy to the increasing-
ly populai blues Like most of ('ray's other
worts, this album will he a blues staple for
years to come
Therapy?
Hats Off To The Insane
A&M Records
Tight East Precision To the Point Ni'
filler These are only words that scratch the
Robert Cray returns to his blues roots with his latest album Shame and a Sin
(courtesy photo)
surface of the nes,. E P by the ha id 'Dietary "
This trio from England just may change
the focus of the music Indus ry from the
over-exploited and monotor ow, Seattle
scene to peer overseas for a rjuvenating
injection of adrenaline Theraily" is better
than a daily cup of caffeine
Just scan through any one of the six
under four minute songs. and th t rest of your
day will he a charged corner cc, in which
all hurdles can he solved an I dealt with
instantaneously
These are just a few of the strong pas-
sionate emotions that come from "Hats Off
To The Insane " Therapy shra s itself lobe
a super-charged group who keeps releasing
no 11.S borderline incimanal tunes.
"Screamager- starts the album in a flurry
of heavy drums. that blast into the raging
storm of piercing guitar and the group's
brooding bass trademark. Other songs pace
hack and forth for a time just before the
group attacks your auditory orifices with
their take on living in the real world There
is no shelter from the onslaught.
As precise as Seiko time dunng a run
down the Swiss alpa, the drumming com-
pares to no other The handsaw guitars chine
through your head and slice your thoughts,
as do the sparse but poignant lyrics The
see HEADSP1NS on page 12
New Out On Tape
By Mark Dehmlow
Staff Writer
This aeic, no was a relatively dismal
time for pic k ag out videos The beginning
of October ha, proposed little hope for
good new releases, but there were a couple
of choices left on the shelf and I was in a
mood that could he considered less than
thought provoking 6.11 thing., considered,
"The Night We Never Met" was a good
choice
"The Night We Never Met" stars Mat
thea Br/eh-rick as Sam. a gourmet cook
and deli worker who is try mg to recover
from a clearly dependent relationship
knahella Sciorra plays Ellen, a ,named
nrrian wh is trying to find herself and
gain release from her well intentioned hut
overhearing husband The perfect solution
to both Sam's. and Ellen's needs presents
itself when Bnan. who is getting married.
opens his bachelor shack for u( e four nights
a week This gives Sam time to get away
from the woman he IS °toes ed with and
the slew of inconsiderate roommates he
lives with Ellen uses the apartment to
express her artistic desires and get away
from her o‘erproteciive hu• band Bnan
uses the apartment to party with the boys
two nights a week and leave. it a mess.
Filen falls in hive with Sam's cooking
and good intentions. althoug 1 she's never
met bon 14, the came token. Sam falls in
love with Ellen's culture an I art Clearly
they would make a good couple Howe'. CT
due to a schedule mix up. Ellen thinks
Roan is Sam and when she finally decide,
to have an affair, she does it with the a n
guy . to speak Hence a hoar
triangle emerges
'The Night We Never Met" is a good
movie, hut not great Brodenc-k has grown
through his stage acting and • • '
performance is comical ann t 1.11 t..
compared to his performanso in -Cilon
Scion+ is also good but, like Brodenck, she
also has had more dynamic performances(
This film lacks the elements that make
a film either outrageously funny sr inered
ibly dramatic, although ii does have ',mai.
sparks of each. Thc problem lies with itir
...IAN and not the actor%, in which :hi
film is left mediocre Your k, an•• have y ,
hrext and Bost, ,n w arm anti ii,r*,7•''
enio% our meal Hour v et
able enough 1,, pick up on ;, .1,
for swot- non though' pr. • ru_ itt.
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al From the Bookshelf gi
By Daniel R. Warren
Class of '79
In his hook, A Sent(' of Place: Listening
to Americans, David Lamb, a veteran globe-
trotting reporter for the Los Angeles Times,
alternates between Ronald Regan-type
whimsical musings about schmaltzy yester-
year America and the modem U.S.A. he has
had the chance to discover in the last two
years. Lamb has brought his typewriter home
from such places as the jungles of Viet Nam,
the living room of !di Amin and the delu-
sional world of Saddam Hussein.
The reader is torn between two strong
emotions in reading this book, the fourth for
1962 University of Maine graduate Lamb.
On one hand is the occasional disappoint-
ment when Lamb's editors let him lapse into
some of his "It-was-a-dark-and-stormy -
night" excursion from Maine to Kansas to
Alaska The other sentiment is the ultimate
compliment to a writer of nonfiction such as
Lamb — '-Ill can't go there myself, I'd like
him to go for me. and come back to tell me
about it.
That's what Lamb does in "Sense of
Place:" he travels the route taken by Lewis
and Clark in 1804 through St. Louis, Kansas
City, etc. He spends time in Montana He
ndes Grey hounds (and interviews in typical
Lamb style, both the CEO and the lonely
dnver, to find out who is still riding Amer-
ica's busses and why). He goes to coal
country . Indian country, Alaska for a World
War 11 perspective, and finally returns to
Maine and his New England childhood roots
The stones he squeezes ow of North
Dakota on the issue of suicide; the sad saga
of seven German pnsoners of war who were
killed in Kansas; and his "home on the
Range" chapter on America's fascination
with our cowboy culture and the violen.:te of
the Old West, all individual!) are wort the
price of admission. Lamb is a hard-working
reporter who does his homework. He las
sense for the offbeat and intellectually inti!r-
citing.
This book is not just a literate, talking
version of a Rand McNally Road Atlas. Ye..
he does travel along the old Route 66, but
this book is a personal, psychological re-
birth for Lamb as well.
Lamb has done it all, at least in journal-
ism As America has made history the past
30 years, Lamb has often been along for the
ride, scribbling in his diary and drinking had
coffee out of Styrofoam cups. He left Orono
in 1962, bypassed his native Boston, and
drove to Las Vegas to work on a newspaper.
Soon thereaftei. he joined United Press In-
ternational and went to Viet Nam He came
back when everyone else did and began a
globetrotting expedition to the other side of
the world He covered Idi Amin. Affican
droughts, wars and famine, and he spent
time in Egypt and Israel trying to understand
that centuries-old struggle.
Fortunately there is enough fodder here
for the average reader to care who Lamb is
and what kind of life he has lived For that
reason, the final chapter, in which he re-
counts his Fagan-like existence at an exclu-
sive New Hampshire prep school WC a teen-
ager. grabs the reader The same is true for
the section about his later, more down-to-
earth experience at UMaine rhis chapter
will help the reader better understand who
Lamb is and perhaps what he is 'earching
for on his cross-country journey The "sense
of place" Lamb refers to in the book's title
may be a sense of place he is looking for
within himself.
The had news is his optimism crosses the
line more than a few times to become some-
thing hokey and schmaltzy He tells us in the
introduction he has been wandering the coun-
try for 25 years "more often than not on back
roads," as if that is better or nececsanly more
educational than other roads. This is an
example where the Steinbeckian storyteller
Lamb gets into trouble by crossing over to
the political Lamb
Lamb's work suffers from too little edit-
ing in some places as well. There is an over
reliance on cliche' s, and some passages sim-
ply didn't get the scrutiny of the red pen.
Lamb describes a Midwest scene as includ-
ing a "gentle knolL" "moaning gusts" of
wind and "waves of alfalfa (that bend and
sway." You get the point.
By the end of the book, however. Lamb
has grown. He is volunteering at a suicide
hot line center one night a week in his new
hometown of Washington, D.C. The tough,
wizened reporter has come full circle_ His
wife Sandy has told him to get involved in
something - anything - in his community.
He does and he likes it.
What's nice for the reader is that Lamb
gets to use his passion for idealism to help
America get better by working on one of its
major problems - suicide The optimism of
Exeter Academy 1958 meets the gritty, non-
Frank Capra America of 1993. Lamb gives
us the impression we'll make it
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TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
$9.00 for UMaine Student w/ID
$19.50 General Public
MCA Box Office 581-1755
The Union Board: DIVERSIONS
UMaine Campus Entertainment 581-1735
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• Lecture this weekend
Director Spike Lee to speak at Colby this Sunday 
Producer. director, v. riter and actor Spike
Lee will host an evening of discussion Sun-
day, (kt 17 at ('olby College.
Lee is expected to speak about his films,
cultural avvareness issues and the black expe-
rience, his own life and his upcoming inns ie
-Crooklyn."
Lee's latest film. "Malcolm X" estab-
lished him as one of Hollywood's most im-
portant filmmakers since he burst onto the
scene oh the independently produced com-
edy "She's Gotta Have It" in 11/81S In 19149.
his film on rave relations, "Do The Right
Thing," earned him an Academy Award nom-
ination for hest original screenplay and the
Rest Director Award from the Los Angeles
Film Critics Association
In addition to his six feature films, Lee has
produced commercials for Nike and Levis,
published live hooks and made dozens of
nusic Vide0S.
( kneral admission tickets are available in
advance from Dr. Records in Omrxi. The
performance will begin at ft p.m.
Headspins from page 10
group is angry V. ith the world they know . are
going to fix it one way ii another even if
that means going down in the fireball that
ensues
Therapy^ is an exceptional group in a
cosmos of mediocrity who brings fresh
sounds and a new way of looking on the
world of music of the 'Ws
For those who need the best in new
music as it is making history do not be ieft
out of the picture by ON erlooking the latest
release by Therapy? - heal thyself mortal
Shi; ley Schneider
700 Mt Hope Ave Bin 331
Bangor, Maine 04401
942-0781
Betsy Schneider
194 Main Street
Ellsworth Maine 04605
667-4446
ELECTROLYSIS CENTER
The only PERMANENT method of unwanted hair removal
for men and women
PROFESSIONAL • CONFIDENTIAL • AFFORDABLE
Free Consultations
Director Spike Lee will speak Sunday at Colby College (courtesy photo).
Class Book Forums
Featuring Sissela Bok author of
Lying: Moral Choice in Public and Private Life
Lecture: "Truthfulness, Deceit, and Moral Choice."
4:00 p.m. in Neville 101
Monday, October 18
A roundtable on "Ethics and the Professions" will be held .from
12:00 - 1:.30 p.m.
Lown Room in Memorial Union
Penny DeRaps
Nurse Pracononer
Pittsfield, Me
John Diamond
Moderator
Intenr, Director PuNic Affairs
Marvin Glazier Doug Kneeland
Defence .ktromes TOUTTAllst
Bangor. Maine h:. aft, 1 rhunc
Richard RoelotS Erling Skorpen
Patient .huiv.vcate Pr. rtess..r
Bangor Menu; Ilerartment
Health. In,tmit..7 l -rnvcrsin it \lame
Kevin Gildart
dues Office
Rath Iron Works
Elizabeth Mitchell
State legislator
Augusta, Maine
Jean Symonds
t tircIng
1 r-sin ot %lune
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SportsNevvs
UMaine women's sou
falls to Temple
The lhaireaitili of *tine w
soccer kWh d to 24-2 on
season after stitivkie a 4-0 foss as
iamb of Tempi* tInivers;ty T
Temple geared four nuara the
on tallies by PM Rutland, Liz
Shaun' Jamett anti Okay! g
Maine was tattsbor. 21-9.
The Bildt bears iselE. al= Pr
dence, Oct. 16 in Rhode Weed.
UNIaine's Winstel,
Hanson capture
NAC awards
University of Maine senior gr
Mary Lou 13 untri and freshman
fielder Jana Hanson both were
by the Notth Atlantic Conference
week after helping the Black I3ear r
hockey team to a 1-0 win over 1
ranked %Ow University Saturday.
Wiiistel daces! player of the
honors with Delaware 's Kim I
after he made 19 saves 00 31
riosthg her seventh shutobt Of the
Hume. who sr:on-A the only
the rune, was named the !SAC tootle
the week for her efforts
Black Bear men's
soccer tie, lose in
weekend action
The 111111aine men's soccer tea
Veritiont. 3 A. on Saturday , then
fried a 1 1 loss to Dartmouth Sur
afternoon. The Black Bears are now
I on the reason
SMarday, Veravont's Traria
scotedstftie g -20 mask of the
to mettle tie UMaine baitt al-2
int on goats by Mike Dunphy
Kelly and Jake Oulmet idler V
built an early 2-0 lead_
Sunday. Dartmouth's Da
ran scored Just 4:56 Into the
to give the Big Green slead. UM
tied it on a Paul Davison goal at
41 32 mark. bot Dartmouth goals
Bept Ravioli and Bill Cronin pro
ed the final margin.
•••• I
Pelly sent down by Devils
NE* %RSV'. Y DtV11...g---ktst
Scott Merin, Brian Rolston, and
Hantinsort fermards, to Albany of
Aroetilmo Hobetrey league Rtle
Janne flOmim.,. f,rteme A'1,-. V,
NAC names trophy
after Reggie Lewis
North Atlantic
cidecl sa their fall nettles to name
Most Valuable Player award ofthe
hasketbali touttanteat arta
the former Nonheasteie
fay and Soma Cettics star who died
filly 27, 1991 of a heart ailment
1 • UMaine football falls to Richmond, 17-14• Black Bear hockey team holds Blue/ White game• DeBeck column: UMaine field hockey keeps on winning
• UMaine football
Spiders slip by Black Bears, 17-14
( APY---The University of Maine won in possession on the five.
passing, rushing and first downs. But not Steve Knight scored three plays later,
where it counted - the final score reducing the deficit to 17-14, but he fumbled
The Black Bears lost 17-14 Saturday
against Yankee Conference rival Richmond
in a game that featured a scoring run and
pass by quarterback Greg Lilly. the 1992
conference player of the year
Playing at Portland's Fitzpatrick Stadi-
um, Maine trailed Richmond by 10 points in
the fourth when the Bears rallied with an 80-
yard rot. -hdown drive, then recovered an
onside kick_
But the Black Bears fumbled two plays
later and faltered on their final drive
Lilly scrambled 19 yards for me touch-
down that tied the game 7-7 and connected
on a ni ie- yard scoring pros as Richmond ( 5-
1. 1-I Yankee Conference ) handed the Bears
their second straight defeat
The Spiders led by as much as 17-7
with a 25-yard field goal by Kevin Longa-
ore in the fourth quarter before Maine's
rally.
Maine (2-3, 1-2). which salved first with
a 15 yard pass from Emilio Colon to Mitch
Maury. was boosted on its final scoring drive
by two key penalties against Richmond
The Spiders were called for roughing
Colon on a fourth down to keep the drive
alive, then were called again for roughing
placekicker Tom Dadmun to give Maine
two plays after Maine recovered its onside
kick. Lilly ran out the clock after Maine
faltered on another possession.
UMaine tailback Bob Jameson is emerging as a major force in the Black Bear
backfield: Jameson ran for 63 yards on 15 carries versus Richmond Saturday
(Kiesow photo)
• UMaine hockey
It's in with the new for
UMaine hockey team
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Some things ..hange The defending na-
tional champion University of Maine hock-
ey team held its annual Blue/White scrim-
mage Tuesdas night at Alfond Arena, and
to say that there are a few new faces on the
1991-93 Black Bears would he quite an
understatement
Unfamiliar ifor now. 1 names such as
Tim Lovell. Blair Allison and Jason Man-
soft were on the ice Inc the opening face-off
in place of departed hero. lim Montgom-
ery , Garth Snow and Matt Martin Even
UMoine coach Shawn A alch probably
needed a program while watching the Blue
team's 8-1 Victory
And tome things %Inv the same But
UMaine fans knew for cure that it truly was
their beloved Black Bears on the ice at
prectsels the 4 32 mark of the first period
That was the tune on the clock when White
team members Paul Kany a and Cal Ingra-
ham combined to do what they did approx-
imately 46 times last season hook up for
a spectacular goal
Kansa took the puck down the right
side in a two-on-one, faked out a helea
guerrd Blue team defender and fed Ingra-
ham with a patented blind pass for the first
White team goal Its a scene I 'Maine fans
hope to see a k4 this sea-ion Wore Kany a
departs for the Oly mph., and after that,
most likely the NFU in IN-cemher
The Kany a Ingraham ombo only
made the score 2-1 in fas,vr of the Blue.
however, early first period goals by former
Waterville High star Barry ('lukes and
impressive sophomore Brad Purdie (two
goals) had given the Blue squad a quick 2-
0 lead.
Puniie. redshin freshman forw aid Tony
Frenette and veteran defenceman Dave
MacIsaac added second period goals for
the Blue. while Scott Pelletin-esque fresh-
man Reg Cardinal tallied for the White
Lovell. another first-year forward who
appears ready to step in and score, and
senior forward Pat Tardif scored to build
the Blue lead to 7-2
Kansa added a Grrtzky -like behind-
the - net goal in the third period to cut it to 7-
1, but Marcel Pineau built the Blue lead
back to five and capped the scoring for the
night with a Clukey • assisted goal
Goaltending looks like the biggest con-
cern with this team, but redshirt rookie
Blair Marsh, true freshman Blair Allison
and transfer junior Peter Not-dell probabls
faced their toughest offensive competition
of the season last night.
Either way, it's out with the old, in with
the new for this year's Bears
Block Rear Notes: Walsh currently has
1-4 Mayers on the roster. he hopes to get down
• amond 12 by the end of the week Among
the early cuts was ninny givaltendeir Greg
Hirsch. the Black Bears' only experienced
netminder with the departures of Mike Dam
ham and Garth Snow to the U S Olympic:
team
• Colter,*
Black Bears
playoff bound?
By Chris DeBeck
Sports Writer
Here are a few items
you might have missed
during the past holiday
weekend (if you call Co-
lumbus 11ay a holiday
•Don't say this too loudly. hut the Uni-
versity of Maine might have a team compete
in post -season competition
One hint it probably won't be the foot-
ball team, currently sporting a 2-1 overall
record and a I -3 Yankee Conference mart
Another hint this team has shown an
ability to win both on the mad and at home.
with a 4•2 record on their current road trip
Give up" This team is (drum roll
please). the UMaine field hockey team.
currently 10-2 overall and 2-I in the North
Atlantic Conference
The Black Bears, by defeating 1 ale 1-0
Tuesday. have won 10 games for the first
time since 101*
After knocking oft 10th-ranked Bristol'
}nisi-mitt, Iasi Saturday . the Black Bears great -
ly improved Mel, NA(' tournament hopes
The Black Bears now have a great say
regarding the tournament, as their nest three
conference games are at tengyel Field
One maim reason for the Black Bear's
success goes to the defense, and goalkeeper
Mary lot) Winstel
V4.1!),Tel has eight shutouts on the season.
setting a new school record for shutouts in a
season She has allowed only ma goals
through 12 games.
See 11FRFCK on page 14
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THE LEGENDARY,
Dogs
LIVE!
NO COVER
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24kt
LIVE!
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SATURDAY 
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Dc Beck column
Winctel also holds the t !Maine record
for career shutouts with 20
Michelle Gallan has also impressed this
season, leading the team in scoring with five
goals and 12 points
one set of numbers will probably tell
you all that's needed about the team's sus.
cess Through 12 games last season, the
The Maine Campus, Wednesday, October 13, 1993
Black Bears scored It) goals while allowing
17 This season. the Bears have tallied 19
times, and allowed six
Finally, concerts to Winstel for her se-
lection as co-NA(' Player of the Week.
•The University of Maine golf team gual-
died for the Eastern College Athletic Con-
ference Championship by finishing third in
•
-:•-•,(i.A4 ;et
()Maine's Jody Castonguay, shown here launching a shot, is among the
standouts on the red-hot Black Bear field hockey team. (Boyd photo.)
October "Steal Deals"!
Roller Grill
Burritos
$.99
Coke, Diet Coke
& Sprite
6 pack 16 oz. bottles
S1.99 .tal a
deproil
Pepsi. Diet Pepsi
& Mountain Dew
6 pack 16 or. bottles
S2.49 'tat
Natural Light
1 / 2 Barrels
S36.99'iii I
• ,•gs of beer available at our
inn store only All specials
od from 10/ 1 /93 through
Budweiser
Suitcases
$ 14.99 • tasdeposit
Budweiser
12 parks
$7.99deptt• tail lb
Receive a free Trick or
Treat bag with any Pepsi r
multi-pack purchase.
from page 13
the Northern ECAC Qualifier ( k:t 7 in
Waterville, Me.
Jeff Wass lead the UMaine team with a
71. finishing one stroke behind Salem State's
Mike Chizauskes.
The team will compete in Hershey. Pa
on Friday and Saturday for th- FCAC title.
*The Murray Keatinge Invitational was
held Saturday in Onmo with a nationally.
ranked field, with schools from as far away
as Arizona among the field.
Iowa won the men's meet, edging out
Arizona by six points. Arizona gained re-
venge in the women's meet, outdistancing
the Hawkeyes by 15 points.
Kevin Herd set a course record in the
men's meet, finishing the five miles in
2418.8. UMaine's Sean Tynan finished
fourth with a time of 24:42.6.
Kerry Brothers lead the women's squad
with a 18212 mark. good for 24th place
overall
The Murray Keatinge Invitational is fast
becoming a national event, with top-flight
teams from around the nation competing.
The Black Bears finished seventh in the
men' meet and ninth in the women's meet.
0 Icisk ise, only nine shopping ila).• re-
main until the ice hockey squad starts de-
fense of its national championship against
Providence. Let the fun begin.
Chriv DeBeek is a senior journalism
major from Brewer. Me thinking of chang-
ing his name to 'the manley
lava Lbsiyri kirrnesen m U S
r9.770rowcs ALL SMARTS
Oft* Gaunt] 'min s v,s.4 sic 0, COO
Fib III-351-1222
Or, rush S2 00 to Nesmith totanasilsa
22ti3 idea Aire 12,-A ,3S *IS CA 90025
I GOTTA GO TO
rhinos-Copies
• Desktop Publishing •
• FAX Service •
• Résumés •
• Typing •
1 5113 Part St ,Orono, Maine
In the Orono ninny's, PIA72
Plif Ink 1P950 VIP !Wink
HEALTHY
APPETITE?
NOP 11 * NIP
buy two regularly priced
sandwiches and get the
third one free'
33 North Main St
Old Town, ME 04468
827-5030
•oicy....• Wu value
.41rt exp.., 10 12 03
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• NI playoffs
Can Braves come back?
PHILADELPHIA (API - Their closer
flirts with disaster on every pitch. Their top
defensive replacement has nearly thrown
away two games. Their opponent talks with
the hold cockiness of a two-time defending
champion.
Yet the Philadelphia Phillies have these
talented, oh-so-confident Atlanta Braves
right where they want them for Wednes-
day's Game 6 of the National League play-
offs.
At home. Down a game Needing anoth-
er miracle
These scruffy, unshaven, beer-bellied,
underdog, overachieving Minks lead the
series 3-2 and need one more win to play in
the World Series for the first time since
1983. They seized the lead with yet another
impossible victory, 4-Jon Lenny Dykstra's
homer in the 10th inning of Game 5 Monday
despite blowing a three-run lead in the ninth.
Tommy Greene (16-4), who had won his
last 13 decisions at Veterans Stadium before
being torched 14-3 by Atlanta's home-run
machine in Game 2. will be rematched with
Greg Maddux (20-10) in Game 6. The game
time -- either 3:07 p.m. EDT or 8:12 p.m
EDT -- asn't determiled until after Game
6 of the Al. playoffs Tuesday
The Phillies' rallying cry during their
1980 World Senes championship season
was "Ya Gotta Believe." But who wouki
have believed this?
'A lot of people said we didn't belong
on the same field as the Braves coming into
this series,' manager Jim Fregosi said. But
now you're seeing how we got here "
That they 're even keeping up with the
Braves — who have outscored them 30-17
--is inexplicable. Reliever Mitch Williams
has blown two leads and nearly a third, and
third baseman Kim Batiste's ninth-inning
errors in Game 1 and Game 5 almost ruined
twoexquisitely pitched games by Curt Schill-
ing.
But while the Phillies have been embar-
rassed 23-7 in their two losses, they're win-
ning the tight ones: 4-3 in Game I. 2-1 in
Game 4,4-3 in Game 5. Weren't the Braves,
who have lost their last seven one-run post-
season games, supposed to wait to the World
Series before losing the close games
"We better win big (Wednesday) be-
cause we're sure not doing the little things in
the close games." Otis Nixon said.
"You can only get in these situations so
many times," Jeff Blauser said. What the
104-win Braves now will learn before a
pumped-to-the-max sellout crowd in the
Vet is if they have one more postseason
escape act left in them.
They were in this identical position in
the 1991 playoff's, down 3-2 on the road, but
got shutouts from Steve Avery and John
Smoltz to win in Pittsburgh
Lao year. Francisco Cabrera•s two-run
single in the ninth finished off a three-run
rally that beat the Pirates 3-2 in Game 7
Maybe its because they're so accus-
tomed to doing it the hard way that the
Braves haven't conceded -- anil, in fact.
with Maddox and Tom Gip. inc 22 -6 (ready
to pitch. are talking like the favorites.
"We had exactly the same situation in
See BRAVES on page 16
UIU BA I
CLOSEOUTS • FACTORY • DISCONI1NUED
Limited sizes and qualities. While supplies last
GORETEX RUNNER'S HAT oo
AN")Itcti Adult Shocs,
Saucony ri. s 1 ( )00
p.F Flyer ,1 ‘st. C.111t•ttl% RI111111'11r - I
%14,t Rill \( Ill" s
NN ALKINt, 'slit 1 \I s's sl s
Kid Shoes
Saucony ")OOO
Running Shoes, Light Hiking 1()00
MTN. Bike Shoes
195 TO EXIT 45A, 1395 TO EXIT 3A
TAKE RIGHT
ARM T 300 YARDS UP HILL ON RIGHT
• NFL
Marino among many injured
The Achilles tendon injury to the backs may help
seemingly unbreakable Dan Marino once
again points out how fragile quarterbacks
are in the NFL.
A statistic: Every NFL team has played
five of its 16 games. yet only 10 of the 28
teams haven't been forced to switch quar-
terbacks — either through injury or inef-
fectiveness.
The most shocking, of course, is Mari-
no's ruptured right Achilles tendon Sun-
day in Cleveland ihat knocked him out
for the season_ Even as quarterbacks went
down weekly every season. Marino was
the one constant -- Sunday's start was
his 145th straight dating back to the open-
ing game of the 1984 season.
His injury came a week after another
marquee quarterback. Randall Cunning-
ham of the Eagles, was lost for most of
the remainder of the season with a broken
leg
The irony is that the 10 quarterbacks
who have stayed healthy aren't the ones
you'd expect, particularly the big names.
Phil Simms of the Giants is 37 and has
been hurt in both of the past two years;
Dallas' Troy Aikman underwent back
surgery in June; Buffalo's Jim Kelly has
had had knees for five years and now has
a had elbow, and San Francisco's Steve
Young broke the thumb on his throwing
hand in an exhibition and just made it
back for opening day
In some cases, the revolving quarter-
Joe Montana has now missed 2 1/2 of
his five games with Kansas City — he sat
out the too-narrow 17-15 win over Cin-
cinnati on Sunday with a pulled ham-
string. Given the fragile state of his right
elbow, which caused him to miss two
seasons with the 49ers, it may keep him
fresh for the end of the season.
But in most cases, it simply muddles
things.
Miami (4-1) had control of the AFC
East with Marino, but will that continue
with Scott Mitchell? After throwing an
interception that was returned 97 yards
for a touchdown on his first play. Mitchell
threw two TD passes to lead the Dolphins
to a 24-14 win over the Browns.
But when teams have time to prepare
for backups, look out ...
Hubby Brister led the Eagles to a come-
back win over the Jets two weeks ago, but
was awful in the 17-6 loss to the Bears,
who sacked him seven times, intercepted
him twice and forced him to fumble twice
But Brister is new to the Eagles and
Mitchell's been with Miami for four years
(although he's thrown only eight passes).
Still, coach Don Shula got to a Super
Bowl in 1982 with David Woodley play-
ing quarterback.
"We think Scottie will be all right."
said Shula. "He's been with us for a
while, he knows the players and the play-
ers know him •
Old Town House of Pizza Restaurante
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• NBA
Barkley says he'll eventually need surgery
FLAGSTAFF. Ariz. (AP) — Despite a
medical finding that fatigue caused his col
lapse the second day of training camp.
Charles Barkley is convinced he'll need
back surgery someday
Barkley. who plans to play two more
seasons, said team physician Richard Emer-
son approved his plan to put off the opera-
tion until retirement
"I don't think I could take a year out of
my life — not at 30." Barkley said Monday
after the 140-mile drive from Phoenix to
flagstaff
"I look at how it affected Larry Bird,
who's a friend of mine. and I can't close it
irisuw like that:' Barkley continued
Bird had back surgery in June 1991. and
his production for the Boston Celtics dropped
sharply the final year of his career
Earlier Monday. Emerson injected ra-
dioactive ink into Barkley in the last of a
cluster of diagnostic techniques -Then he
cicared Barkley • s return to the ream
On Sunday, the tests included magneti,
resonance imaging, a CAT-scan, and neum
le gical procedures
Barkley restricted himself Monday night
Ii' riding an exercise bicycle, stretching.
running and shooting baskets He said he
would not scrimmage or participate in drills
"for a couple of days."
However, Suns trainer Joe Proski and
coach Paul Westphal wouldn't rule out Bar-
kley 's participation Friday night in the team's
first exhibition game, at home against Gold-
en State
'It will he interesting to see how he feels
tomorrow after what he did tonight.'' Pmski
said
Westphal said Barkley might play a few
minutes against the Warriors.
"I'm just trying to Fet him ready for the
first game. and if he's not ready for the first
game, I just want him ready for the play -
offs." Westphal said "I'm not going to
rush hint back into things at all''
Westphal joked about the Abe of Bark-
ley . who helped him set a first-year coach-
ing record with 52 victories
'I was kind of looking forward to coach
ing without him on the team:* Westphal
said "The guy" a pain You know, he
doesn't practice very' hard and he trIlic too
much I'm not sure he's an asset ' •
The examinations were ordered aftei
Barkley experienced numbness in his left
leg and sprawled full-length following a
spirited scrimmage and wind sprints Satur-
day night lie spent 30 minutes on the floor,
partly because Emerson had left the North-
ern Arizona University campus
A bulging disk in Barkley's back - first
detected in August -- was suspected. but
Emerson said the numbnesr was caused 1-is
"muscular and respiratory fatigue.' •
The tests reseal the disk is not herniii
ed and there is no nerve injury," Emerson
said in a statement
He added that "thickening of the soft
tissue and ligament around the nerve canal
of the lower left lumbar nerve" occasional-
ly puts pressure on the nerve, causing pain
NL playoffs from page 15
1491 against Pittsburgh and we came back
and won it," Steve Avery said
''there's no reason we shouldn't he con-
fident that we can do it again We've gotten
ourselves in a little hole. but it's tough to say'
with Maddux going that we don't have a
good chance
Ditto Blauser
'Why change our attitude now?," he
said "Why let negative thoughts get into
out mind now? We still get to keep our
uniform. No one's taken anything away
from us yet,-
t °eget ,) turn in
your apiptitions for
Tiornecntning King and
Quomi to the Student
INtotivitirs (->ffice Ard fl(x)r
attic Memorial Union by
noon, October 15!!
Maine Campus classifieds Stop by the basement of LordHall for your classified ad.
The Prism Yearbook s looking for an
asst bus riess manager w/ advertising
skills Call Sue at 1783
Figure skating coaches to teach LEARN
TO SKATE PROGRAM Must have USFSA
or ISIA training See Betty at Mahaney
Clubhouse or call 581 1096
Pizza & sandwich help needed at
Rosalie's Pizza, Hampden 10 min from
Bangor off 1-95 Hours Mon 8 Tues.
4- 8 prr , Fr: 5-9 pen, Sun , 12-8 pm Cal'
Brenda evenings 942 6511 
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Students
needed! Earn up to S2.500./rno on canner
es or on fishing vessels Many employers
provide room &board &transportation No
experience necessary For more informa
non cal (206) 545-4155 ext 45067
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING-Earn up to
S2.000+/rno Summer and career em-
ployment available No experience nec-
essary For more information 1 -206-
634 0468 ext C5067
Wanted: -0 people to lose weight ana
teach others to do the same S500-S1500/
mo No diet no droop CaI800-488-0354 
Spoonstyie needs an editor Want ex
penence in publishing a real-life local arts
magazine' Only unselfish, self -motivated,
hard workers need apply Send resume
and COW, letter to 56 Park St ,Orono, Mt
04473 or call Mike at 866 4865,
Male and female strippers needed • •
busy dance company ( al f yr,cK a 947
4406 Serious inquiries only
GREEKS +CLUBS-Bane up to S'OO() In just
one week! Fraterriny sorority • ckibs Plus
S1000 for yourself! And a FREE T SHIRT 'List
for cakig -800-932 0528, ext 75
Roommate-2 bedroom, heated, car
peted townhouse style apartment i^ Ole
Town $215, storage Jeff 827 9849 ,
Adoption: Help us fulfill our dream
Loving couple wish to share their home.
'1+e 8 love with a baby Please call Marge
Paul 1 ^00 316 8859
YOU'RE #1 AND WE WANT YOU! Join
544 Students Helping Students Wed,
`, 3G pm, Crosslarid Alumni Ctr
MEMBERSHIP OPEN: STUDENT
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION invites you to
tom Wednesdays .5 30 pm, Crossland
A urn Center
COME FOR FUN, FOOD AND FRIEND-
SHIP: SAA. Wed 5 30 pm. Crossland,
next to Sigma Nu
SAA S GOT THE SPIRITl loin us Were
the painters of the Bear Paws' Wednes-
day, 5 30 pm, Crossland Alumni Cen
ter
GOOD STUFF BOXES, COLLEGIATE
WELCOME KITS: SAA Protects for
uMAINE students loin us'
We're back! Male and female strippers
for birthdays, fraternity, sorority and
special occasions Call Exotica 947-
4406
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL AT THE
BEAR'S DEN. Weekly TAILGATE PARTY
giveaway, 99 food specials start at 800
J IN THE FERNALD SNACK. BAR
AREAKFAST CLUB1 rust come in be
tween 700 and 70 30 am order a
special and poen! 
MASSAGE THERAPY-or-pp ma,r
Keene. C. M. T. ACUPRESSURE, DEEP
TISSUE, SHIATSU RELATION/PAIN
RELIEF. 941-1111.
Complete workout-Step aerobics,
weights 8 more Low prices, evening
classes Clark's Fitness Center, Old Town
827 -2456
Car Stereos, alórans-We carry Rock
fr-,,d roseate, Clarion, NC, more
SouncIshapers-145 Elm St Brewer
989 889
tistellat/cous ,
Blue line Club sign up!!! 1 hursday
Oct 14, 9 to 4 downstars Memorial
Union
Support our National Champs!!! loin
the Blue Line Cub Thurs , Oct 14,9 to 4
in the Memorial Union
Microfrkige-lust purchased 3 weeks
aoo No space in my room, need S S175
or40a x 6 680 
A SOO computer-Super resolution,
graphics and killer music and speech
Like super VGA and soundblaster built-
in! 1 Meg memory, 2 disk drives, color
monitor, over 100 games, anirnatron.and
productivity programs Mouse and 2 joy-
sticks $400/8 0, will consider trades
Jeff 827-7928
Wesley-4 5 acres wooded, surveyed,
so,: tested Very close to a major public
boat ramp Make me an offer-any offer'
866 2336 eveangs or 581 2835
Trek MOO Alum Sm old w/manitoti SHK,
1992 model Contact /en for info x7345
Asking 5700 or best offer paid 51300
1981 Olds Delta NI Royale-New en
gire low miles PS. P8. PW, needs
exhaust work run., well 5500 866
5735
INN Renault Alliance 01.-1300 or 8/0
Must wi ASAP Call 827 3312
1000 Dodge Ram SO 4x41-4 must see,
Ma-, extras must sell Call Tom 732
4847/rnalce offer
For sale or trade-4 really bog tires on
American racing rims They're on my F -
150 now Wit trade for regular f 150
tire' • wheels or sell Cat Mike at 866-
4865 
Psychic Reader helps in all problems
Cali and talk Irver 1-900 188 5440 ext
2033, 53 99/min Must be 18 yrs Procali
Co (602J 631-0615
Orono-WASHBURN PLACE 5660/mo
AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 1, 1993 Luxury
2 bedroom townhome Incl Heat, wa-
ter, and sewer No pets Sec dep
lease required. Close to campus W/D
hook-up Cat 945-6955 
Orono/Old Town-Attention students-
3 bedroom, heated, full bath, kitchen,
living rm, modern, clean, beautiful
riverview Avail furnished or unfum
5650 1 mi. to Univ Call 827-6212.
Students! 3 BR unit in ex cond Close to
campus Really clean S650/mo , heated
Call Paul a* Pt Realty 942-4815
Orono-Heated two bedroom apt , cen-
trally
 located 866-2816 
31/2 bedrooms-Responsible pet own
ens accepted $500/mo References,
deposit Call 827-6788 7 am-9 pm
Lost: Silver polar bear pin Very special
,all 459-7308
Found: Casio EX-250H fraction calcula
tor at the Union computer duster If
yours stop by there to pick it up
Found: Heavy Lt grey sweatshirt w/ red
lettering found in the corn fields behind
the Credit Union Please call 581-3942.
ask for Steve
To place your FREE lost and found ad,
stop by the Maine Campus
Vii:44;1410111
Free Trips & Cash! c ai „s out
how hundreds of students are already
earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH
with America's 01 Spring Break com-
pany! Choose Cancun. Bahamas la
marca Panama Daytona or Pad-c
NOW, Take A Break Student Travel
(800) 328 SAVE or ,r • ' 424 8222
